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Origins of the Quantum Efficiency Duality in the 
Primary Photochemical Event of Bacteriorhodopsin 
Robert R. Birge, Leonore A. Findsen, Albert F. Lawrence, Mark B. Masthay and Chian-Fan Zhang 
Department of Chemisuy and Center for Molecular Electronics 
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13244-1200 USA 
ABSTRACT 
Experimental and theoretical evidence is presented which suggests that two distinct fonns of light-adapted 
bacteriorhodopsin may exist We propose that these two fonns have characteristic photocycles with significantly different 
primary quantum yields. INDO-PSDCI molecular orbital procedures and semiempirical molecular dynamics sunulations 
predict that one ground state geometry of bR undergoes photochemistry with a pnmary quantum yield,<1>1, of - 0.27, and 
that a second ground state geometry, with a slightly displaced counterion, yields <1>1 - 0.74. This theoretical model is 
supported by the observation that literature measurements of <1>1 tend to fall into one of two categories- those that observe 
<I> 1 ~ 0.33 or below, and those that observe <I> 1 - 0.6 or above. The observation that all photostationary state 
measurements of the primary quantum yield give values near 0.3, and all direct measurements of the quantum yield result in 
values near 0.6, suggests that photochemical back reactions may select the bacteriorhodopsin conformation with the lower 
quantum yield. The two photocycles may have developed as a natural biological requirement that the bacterium have the 
capacity to adjust the efficiency of the photocycle in relation to the intensity of light and/or membrane electrochemical 
gradient 
1. INTRODUCTION
Bacteriorhodopsin is the light-harvesting protein of the purple membrane of the halophilic microorganism 
Halobacterium halobium. -4 This 26,000 molecular weight protein is grown by the bacterium under conditions of oxygen 
deprivation, when the nonnal respiration process of using oxygen to synthesize ATP becomes too inefficient to sustain 
growth. The role of the bacteriorhodopsin is to convert light energy into a hydrogen ion gradient that chemiosmotically 
drives the synthesis of ATP. Unlike the visual pigment rhodopsin, which undergoes a photobleaching sequence and ejects 
the retinal chromophore, bacteriorhodopsin widergoes a photocycle which returns the activated protein to its original state. 
There are obvious biological advantages to a photocycle versus a photobleaching sequence, not the least of which is a 
significant gain in the overall system efficiency associated with a self-resettable system. Given the inefficiency and 
complexity of the visual rhodopsin system, which requires enzymatic intervention to reisomerize the chromophore prior to 
regenaation of the protein, it is interesting to speculate on why natural selection would adopt complexity over simplicity. 
The apparent answer is the requirement that the visual system have a mechanism of adjusting to different light intensities. 
By having a relatively slow pigment regeneration process, the visual system adjusts the sensitivity of the receptor surface 
as a function of light flux. A question that remains to be answered is how Halobacterium halobium adjusts the efficiency 
of the proton pumping system as a function of light intensity and/or membrane electrochemical gradient In this paper we 
will investigate the possibility that the quantum efficiency, as well as the energy storage capacity, of bacteriorbodopsin are 
coupled, two-level adjustable parameters that can be modified to optimize the perfonnance of the proton pump. This 
capability may have developed via natural selection so that a photocycling system, inherently lacking the sensitivity 
feedback mechanism associated with a bleaching sequence, would have the internal capacity to adjust to external conditions. 
We present in this paper molecular dynamics simulations of the primary event of bacteriorhodOl>sin which 
indicate that a small shift in the location of the primary counterion relative to the protonated Schiff base linkage can 
produce a dramatic change in the quantum efficiency of the bR➔K photoreaction. Our simulations find experimental 
support in (and provide a mechanistic explanation for) the observation that experimental measurements tend to yield <1>1 ~ 
0.3 or <1>1 ~ 0.6, while excluding intermediate values. 
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2. METHODS
2.1 Binding site model 
Our model of the active site of light adapted bacteriorhodopsin (bR) is shown in Fig. la. We assume that the 
primary counterion is the aspartic acid residue (ASP21:2) that is located one helical turn away from the lysine residue 
(L YS216) to which th� tptinyl chromophcxe is covalently bound. While some investigators argue for a pair of charges near 
the P-ionylidene ring - , our two-photon investigations of light adapted bacteriorhodopsin indicate that these charges, if 
present, have a very small effect on the electronic structure of the polyene chromophore. Thus, we have not included these 
charges in our simulations. We assume that the primary event involves a 13-,r� f¼ 13-cis photoi�feri7.ation to produceK (F)Jr:. lb). While multi-bond photoisomerization models have been l?roposed, - recent Raman and photostationary 
statelll specttoscopic sbldies support the simple, one-bond photoisomenzation shown in Fig. 1. 
2.2 Molecular orbital methods 
Figure 1. The assumed structure of the 
binding site of light adapted bac-teriorhodopsin 
is shown in (a), and the assumed structure of 
the primary pbotoproduct, K, is shown in (b). 
These two structures will be labelled bR 1 and 
Kt, and yield the potential surfaces and excited 
state trajectories shown in the left rectangle in 
Fig. 2. An alternative pair of structures, 
labelled bR2 and K2 can be generated by 
moving the entire chromophore away from the 
counterion by a slight rotation of the entire 
polyene chromophore about the P-Y lysine 
bond. This rotation decreases electrostatic 
stabilization of the all-trans cbromo-phore in 
bR2 and results in a smaller amount of energy 
storage in the primary photoproduct Kz.
Molecular orbital calculations were carried out by using the all-valence electron INDO-PSDCI procedures 
described in Refs. 15-17. All single excitations below 15eV and all double excitations below WeV were included in the CI 
Hamiltonian for the excited state calculations. These energy constraints generated a CI Hamiltonian containing -350 single 
and -750 double valence excitations for the model bacteriorhodopsin systems investigated here. Transitions from the 
counterion to the chromophore were explicitly excluded from the CI Hamiltonian in a majority of calculations to limit the 
size of the CI matrix as well as the final state distribution. These charge transfer states result in low-lyinit. oo.tically 
forbidden (or very weak) transitions which do not mix appreciably with the chromophore valence transitions:15, I8 Test 
calculations indicate that the exclusion of charge transftt states does not diminish unduly the accuracy of the valence state 
calculations. This exclusion saves considerable computation time and was necessary for generating the partially optimized 
surfaces used in the molecular dynamics calculations. 
2.3 Molecular dynamics methods 
Molecular dynamics calculations were carried out by using the semiclassical procedures described in Refs. 16 and 17 and 
reviewed in 19. Our ground and excited swe surfaces are defined in reference to the principal torsional coordinate [t(C12-
C13=C14-C15)] and were generated b)' adiabatic minimization of all labile lysine internal coordinates as well as the 
following polyene stretching (R), bending(<), and torsional (t) coordinates: R(C11=C12), R(C12-C13), R(C13=C14), 
R(C14-C15), R(CJ5=N16), <(C11=C12-C13), <(C12-C13=C14), <(C13=C14-C15), <(C14-C15=N16), t(C10-
C11=C12-C13), t(C11=C12-C13=C14), t(C12-C13=C14-C15), and t(C13=C14-C15=N16), The location of the 
counterion, the entire p-ionylidene ring and the lysine residue atoms fixed via attachment to the a-helix were (arbitrarily) 
held stationary during the isomerization. This was a required constraint because these degrees of freedom were manipulated 
to best reproduce the experimental spectroscopic and energetic properties. All dynamics were carried out by using 
Lagrangian interpolation on the ground and excited state surfaces to define the steepest decent gradients (see Appendix of 
Ref. 17). The equations of motion were solved and the positions of the nuclei updated in temporal increments of 0.1 fsec. 
The probability of crossing from the excited state into the ground s� �as calculated by using the semiclassical S matrix 
methods of Miller and George2° as modified by Birge and Hubbard. 1 While these methods are approximate, identical 
methods were used to simulate rhodopsin photochemistry, and the calculated quanblm yields (Cl>1==0.62, 4>2==0.48) were in 
reasonable agreement with the observed values (Cl>1 ==0.67, 4>2==0.49) (see discussion in Ref. 19). 
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Figure 2. Molecular dynamics of the primary photochemical transfonnation of light adapted bact.eriorhodopsin based on
two different models of the binding site. The calculations shown in the left rectangle (bR 1➔K 1) are reproduced from Ref.
21 and are based on the binding site model shown in Fig. 1. The calculations shown in the rectangle at right (bR2➔K2)
were carried out by allowing for a smaller amount of energy storage in the primary event by arbitrarily displacing the entire
chromophore away from the counterion by rotating about the �'Y lysine bond (see text). 
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